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1. Introduction 
The jump operator ’ is a fundamental operation in recursion theory. In a previous 
paper [3], we considered the jump of an r.e. set in subsystems of Peano arithmetic. In 
any model of C2 induction, it is known that the Sacks Jump Inversion Theorem holds, 
so that any degree r.e. in and above 0’ is the jump of an r.e. degree. An r.e. set is 
high if its jump is of degree 0”. The main theorem of [3] in this connection states 
that the existence of an incomplete high r.e. set is equivalent to C2 induction over 
the base theory P- (the basic arithmetic operations) plus Cz collection (B&). This 
result characterizes the proof-theoretic complexity of the existence of such r.e. sets, and 
elucidates the (necessary) use of infinite injury priority arguments in such constructions. 
The question of the jump of an r.e. set remained: In a model without C2 induction, 
what are the degrees of A’ for an r.e. set A ? It turns out that this question is closely 
related to the existence of codes for bounded sets. In a model of P- + BC2 without 
C2 induction, call a cut C2 if it is &-definable. A subset X of a cut Z is coded on Z 
if there is a finite set (in the sense of the model) whose intersection with Z is equal to 
X. Mytilinaios and Slaman [9] first pointed out how for some structures, the existence 
of codes for reals could affect the jump of r.e. sets. They constructed a model in which 
every real was coded on o, with o acting as a C2 cut. In this model 0’ is the jump 
of every incomplete r.e. set. On the other hand, we introduced in [3] a model, with 
CLI as a C2 cut and having a &-definable real not coded on 0, such that a > 0’ for 
some r.e. degree a. These results hinted at a link between the existence of codes and 
the degrees of jumps of r.e. sets. 
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In this paper, we give a complete solution to this problem for models of P- +B&. 
We show that there is a degree 01.5, such that 0’, 0’.5, and 0” are the only possible 
jumps of r.e. degrees. Furthermore, each of the following is realized by a model of 
& collection: (a) The jump of every incomplete r.e. set has degree 0’; (b) There 
is an incomplete r.e. set whose jump has degree 01.5. It is clear that the jump of 
0’ is 0”, and our result in [3] states that without & induction there is no high 
degree. 
Our solution of the problem follows from a characterization of models (Theorem 
3.1) which satisfy (a). The central idea hinges on analyzing the existence of codes in 
a model for a class of bounded C2 sets, called fame & relations. We show that (in 
P- + BC2) there is an incomplete nonlow r.e. set if and only if there is a tame C2 
relation on a cut on which it is not coded. There is a parallel between this result and 
Maass’s work [7] on the existence of high a-r.e. sets in higher recursion theory. We 
shall elaborate on this phenomenon in a future paper. 
The proof of the main theorem also introduces the technique of blocking on II2 cuts. 
A special feature of the blocking used here is that the cut is chosen, not on the outset, 
but only at the verification stage. As the size of the cut determines the number of blocks 
needed to satisfy requirements, this means that the number of blocks, and the size of 
each block, is not controlled by the construction either. Such an approach overcomes 
a technical difficulty associated with the problem of ensuring that every proper initial 
segment of blocks of requirements is satisfied, allowing induction to continue. The 
details are given in Section 3. 
2. Preliminaries 
We say that J&’ is a BC, model if JC%? satisfies P- + BC, but not IX,. Recall that 
P- is the set of first-order Peano axioms minus the induction schemes, and IC, (II&,) 
and BC, (Bn,) denote, respectively, the induction and the collection schemes for C, 
(II,) formulas. Paris and Kirby [lo] showed that over the base theory P- + I& ZC, 
is equivalent to III,, and that 
IC, =+ BC, =+ IX,_,, 
but not conversely, for any n 2 1. 
Given a model J” of P- + I&, we say that a set K is k!-jinite if it has a code in 
J&‘. It is easy to see that K is d-finite if and only if there is a one-to-one Ca function 
from some number a in J&’ onto K. I c .A%’ is said to be a cut in A, if I is nonempty, 
not equal to J&‘, closed downward and under the successor function. We say a model 
J&’ is a BC, model if J%’ is a model of P- + BC, but not IX,,. It is easy to see that 
in any BC, model J&, there is a C, cut I and a C, map f: I + ~4’ whose range is 
unbounded in 4. We denote by < a the set {x E 4 1 x < a}. We say that a subset 
A of JH is bounded in J& if there is an a in J&’ such that every element x in A is less 
than a. A set A C ~2! is regular if for every a in &?‘, A n < a is A-finite. 
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Lemma 2.1 (H. Friedman). Suppose that ~2’ is a model of P- + ZC, (n 2 l), 
(1) If A is C, in J@, then A is regular. 
(2) If f is a partial C, function whose domain is bounded, then the range off is 
also bounded. 
As usual, a Turing functional is an r.e set di of quadruples, (P,N,x, y), where P 
and N are disjoint A-finite sets and x and y are numbers. We also assume that Turing 
functionals are monotone and well-defined, i.e., 
We say that e(x) = y if there are d-finite sets, P included in A, and N disjoint 
from A, such that (P,N,x, y) E @. We say that B is (pointwise) recursive in A if for 
some Turing functional @‘, @ = B. B is strongly recursive in A if both 
{P 1 P is &-finite and P c B} 
and 
{N j N is &!-finite and N n B = (il} 
are pointwise recursive in A. Groszek and Slaman [5] showed that ‘strongly recursive 
in’ is a transitive relation on sets, while pointwise reducibility is not transitive in 
general. In particular, in any model of P- + BC2, pointwise reducibility coincides with 
strong reducibility for r.e. sets, but not necessarily for C2 sets. Thus one has to rely 
on the notion of strong reducibility when dealing with degrees of unsolvability. For 
our study of the jump operator on r.e. sets, it is therefore necessary to use strong 
reducibility as a basic relation. 
The following lemma about coded sets will play a crucial role in our proofs. The 
proof of the lemma may be found in Chong and Mourad [l]. 
Definition 2.1. Let A be a subset of JZZ. A set X CA is coded on A if there is an 
A-finite set K such that K n A =X. 
Definition 2.2. Let A be a subset of JY. We say a set XC A is An,A if both X and 
A\X are C,. 
Lemma 2.2 (Chong-Mourad [l]). Let 4’ be a model of P- + BC, and A be an 
arbitrary subset of A. Then every bounded A,,A set is coded on A. 
We also need the notion of hyperregularity, which was first introduced (for subsys- 
tems of Peano arithmetic) by Mytilinaios and Slaman [9]. 
Definition 2.3. A set A is hyperregular if for every partial A-recursive function f, if 
the domain of f is bounded in J then so is its range. 
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Lemma 2.3 (Mytilinaios and Slaman [9]). Let J%’ be a model of P- +I&, and sup- 
pose that A is a regular predicate on J. The following are equivalent: 
(1) A is hyperregular. 
(2) ./!& + IC$ 
(3) For every e in J&‘, W,” is regular. 
Lemma 2.4. Let JG? be a BC2 model. Then an r.e. set A is hyperregular tf and only 
tf A is incomplete. 
The proof of Lemma 2.4 can be found in Groszek et al. [4] and in Chong and 
Yang [3]. 
3. Incomplete nonlow r.e. sets 
Throughout this section, we use Jz’ to denote a BC2 model. 
Let I be a CZ cut in JZ?’ and R be a CZ relation on I. Suppose that R is defined by 
(4 e> E R @ (3u)W)cp((d, e>, u, v>, 
where cp is a CO formula. 
Definition 3.1. We say that R is tame on I if for any d in I there is a ua in J&’ such 
that for all d’ less than or equal to d and for all e, 
(d’, e) E R ++ (3~ < uo)(‘dv)cp((d’, e), u, v). 
Similarly, if S is a II2 relation on I, then we say that S is tame on I if the & relation 
(I x I) - S is tame on I. 
Notice that if R is tame C2 on I, then under BC2, R n (d x a) for any d in I and 
a not in I is equivalent to a bounded IIt set, hence coded. In the case when R is a 
function on I, the notion of tameness is reminiscent of that introduced by Lerman [6] 
in a-recursion theory. A tame C2 function on I carries two nice features: firstly, on 
any proper initial segment of I, the function is bounded; secondly, the graph of the 
function on such a segment is &-finite. 
In our previous paper [3], we have established some connections between the ex- 
istence of coded sets and the existence of low r.e. sets. We now give a complete 
characterization of models which have nonlow incomplete r.e. sets in terms of the 
existence/nonexistence of codes of tame & relations. 
Theorem 3.1. Let J# be a BCg model. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) Every incomplete r.e. set is low. 
(2) There is a C2 cut I such that every tame l$ relation on I is coded on I. 
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In fact, our proof shows that the words ‘There is a’ in statement (2) can be replaced 
by ‘For all’. 
We begin with the easy direction, which states that if every tame II2 relation is 
coded then every incomplete r.e. set is low. Formally, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2, If there is a CZ cut I in J%?’ such that every tame I& relation on I is 
coded on I x I, then every incomplete r.e. set A is low. 
Proof. The original idea goes back to Shore [12] on the jump of Nh-r.e. degrees. This 
idea was adapted by Slaman and Mytilinaios in [9], in which they established the result 
for a BC2 model, with cc) as a C2 cut, such that every real is coded. It is clear that one 
does not require all reals to be coded in the Slaman-Mytilinaios model for the proof 
to be valid (nor is it necessary for w to be a & cut). The key observation we make 
here is that the codability of tame II2 relations is sufficient. 
Fix a cofinal C2 function f from I to 4. By Lemma 2.4, the incompleteness of 
A implies that A is hyperregular. Fix an es in JR such that A’ = We”,. Consider the 
following relation GA on I defined by 
(d,e) E GA @ W < f(4)[{eo)$[,:"'(x)l Vx GA']. 
Clearly, GA is II2 on 1. We verify that GA is tame on 1. Consider the C2 relation 
RA = (I x I) - GA, which is defined by 
(d,e) E RA @ (3 < f(d))[x E A' A ieo}Af&~‘b)Tl. 
To see RA is tame, it suffices to check that for each d in I, the set {e : (d,e) E R} 
is bounded in I. Fix a d E I, define the following partial A-recursive function F : 
f(d) + ~2’ by taking F(x) to be the least stage s such that 
{es):‘(x)1 AA / 4%; eo,x,s) = A, t 44;eo,x,s) 
(where u denotes the standard use function), if such an s exists, and undefined other- 
wise. The hyperregularity of A implies that the range of F is bounded. Therefore the 
set {e : (d,e) E R} is bounded in 1. Thus RA is tame. 
By assumption, GA is coded on Ix I. Let K be an &‘-finite set such that Kn (Ix Z) = 
GA. Let C be a complete r.e. set, we compute A’ from GA and C as follows. Given 
any x E JZ? find a d such that f(d) > x by enumerating computations of f using C. 
Let e be the least number such that (d,e) E K. Such an e must be in I, so we can 
use C to compute the value f(e). Then x t A’ if and only if it is so by stage f(e) 
using A / f(e) as oracle. Thus A is low. q 
We now turn to the proof of the main result of this paper (the other direction of the 
theorem). We show that if there exists a Cl cut I in Jz’ on which there is a noncoded 
tame C2 (or equivalently II2) relation, then there is a nonlow incomplete r.e. set A. In 
the next section, we identify the degree of A’. 
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Theorem 3.3. Suppose that there exists a & cut I in _4’ with a tame & relation R 
which is not coded on I. Then there is an incomplete r.e. set which is not low. 
The basic idea is as follows: Using the noncoded tame CZ relation, one defines an 
(‘tame’) r.e. set B such that for each e E I, the set BLel (the eth column) is either 
all of ~42 or k-finite. The construction produces a thick subset A of B which is in- 
complete. One then argues that A’ >T 0’. An important technique for models with- 
out C2 induction, originated in Shore [l l] for a-recursion theory, allows the size of 
the priority set to be relatively short, by grouping requirements into blocks. Require- 
ments in the same block are accorded the same priority and do not act against one 
another. For C2 constructions, such as that in the Sacks Splitting Theorem, blocks 
may be formed with the aid of a recursive approximation. Convergence is achieved 
in the limit (&-definable). The principal question in our situation here is how such 
blocks are to be formed, and how blocks of requirements are to be 
satisfied. 
A special (degenerate) case was considered in [3], in which o was a C2 cut. The 
requirements were grouped into o-many blocks via a C2 approximation. By induction 
on w, each block of requirements is satisfied. Since we are dealing with an infinite 
injury construction, the restraint function r behaves in a II2 manner (‘lim inf ‘) on each 
block, i.e., for e E I, the map e H r(e) is n 2. When I = CO the ‘&-ness’ of this 
function does not affect induction on the cut. However, in general it presents a major 
technical difficulty: The function r need not be bounded on every proper initial segment 
of the cut I. An obvious approach would be to look for an analog of o-a & cut on 
which all IIZ-functions are bounded on every proper initial segment. But such a cut 
may or may not exist. 
The solution is to define blocks in a II1 manner, a step which introduces additional 
complications. Starting with a & cut J, one defines in the course of the construction 
a II2 cut Ia c J. Roughly speaking, the eth permanent block Bk(e) exists only for e 
in IO. We have to satisfy each and every requirement using la-many blocks. The cut 
Ia is not determined a priori. Rather it evolves along the way, and is chosen to be 
the one on which the restraint function is bounded on each proper initial segment, and 
yet cofinal overall. To guarantee all requirements are satisfied using la-many blocks, 
the size of each block has to be at least as large as the value of the permanent 
restraint of the previous block. If the permanent restraint on Bk(e) is Y, then the length 
of Bk(e + 1) shall be at least r. In other words, the length of the next block of 
requirements is decided by the restraint on the current block of requirements, and is 
therefore not known before hand. This yields a dynamic picture of the cut needed for 
the construction: At each stage the size of the candidate for the final cut 10 varies (and 
in a II2 way). The change is caused by the construction of the r.e. set and the attempts 
to satisfy all the requirements. 
One encounters similar difficulties when attempting a tree construction to solve the 
problem. In this case the true path, which is a cut, is needed to handle all requirements. 
We choose not to use the tree construction for notational simplicity. 
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The first step is to convert the relation R C I x I into a set X & J for (possibly) 
some other cut J containing a suitable set X. 
Lemma 3.1. Let I and R be as in the above Theorem. Then there is a C2 cut J, a 
& subset X of J and an r.e. set B such that: X is not coded on J; for any j in J, 
B[<jl is recursive and 
j $x @$I = {y E A : (j, y) E B} = 4 
and 
j E X w B[jl is A-jinite. 
Furthermore, for all j E J, B[<jl is recursive. 
Proof. Fix a coding function [x, y]: A.%’ x ~2’ + A defined by 
if x d y, 
otherwise. 
Define 
J = {[d,e] : d,e E I} 
and 
Notice that the coding we chose naturally gives us the downward closeness of J. 
Clearly, J is C2 and closed under successor. The noncodedness and C2 definability of 
X follows from those of R, since the coding and decoding processes are Co. 
Let $( j, U, v) be a Ca formula such that j E X if and only if @u)(V’v)$(j, U, v). We 
define an r.e. set B by 
(j, Y) E B @ (vu’ < y)@)%j, u’, a), 
If j is in X, then there exists some u such that (Vv)$( j, u, v). By LIIi, there is a least 
such u, say U. Hence Bbl = {y : y d U}, which is A-finite. If j is not in X then 
(Vu)(Zlv)~$Q, u, v). So for all y, (j, y) is in B, i.e., Bljl is ~2’. It remains to verify 
that for all j in J, B[<jl 1s recursive. Fix a j E J, say j = [d,e]. Let c = Max{e,d}, 
which is in 1. Because R is tame, R f? (c x a) for some a not in I is A-finite. Thus 
X n < j is A-finite. Hence 
u{BIX1:xEXni j} 
is a bounded r.e. set, therefore coded. So B[<jl is recursive. q 
From now on, we fix the cut J and C2 set X as in the above Lemma. We also fix 
a C2 cofinal map f : J --+ A, which has a recursive approximation f( j,,) such that 
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limf(j,S) = f(j) for all j in J. Our goal is to construct an incomplete r.e. set A so 
that its jump is not of degree 0’. 
The strategy to make A not low is as that in Chong and Yang [3]. We make A 
a thick subset of B inside J. In other words, for each j E J, we must satisfy the 
following positive requirements: 
Pj 1 B[jl \ A[jl is d-finite. 
For the numbers e outside J, we have no control on the elements in Ace]. The positive 
requirements will ensure that A is nonlow, because if A were low then we argue that 
X would be & on J, hence coded. 
On the other hand, the strategy to make A incomplete uses the Sacks preservation 
strategy plus the so-called ‘hat-trick’. We fix a complete r.e. set C and we need to 
satisfy the following negative requirements N, for all e E 4!. 
N, : {e}” # C. 
To satisfy N, we preserve the length of agreement between C and {e}“. Eventually, 
we will preserve a disagreement due to the nonrecursiveness of C. This strategy is 
an infinite injury priority argument similar to the proof of the Thickness Lemma (see 
[ 131). The major difficulty, as described earlier, hinges on controlling the growth of the 
permanent restraints on blocks of requirements. Since such controls are not possible, 
we turn instead to shortening the size of the number of blocks while at the same 
time lengthening the size of each block of requirements. This strategy ensures each 
requirement to be satisfied. 
We first fix some notations. We often use e to denote an arbitrary element of JH, 
and i, j to denote elements of the C2 cut J. We also fix some standard notations for 
the ‘hat trick’ (see [ 131). The symbol u denote the standard use function. Given a 
recursive enumeration {A,}, E .I, define 
a’ = { 
luc[x EA, \&II if-4 \A,-1 # 0, 
max(A, U {s}) otherwise, 
if defined and u(A,; e,x,s) < a,, 
otherwise, 
ti(A,; e,x, s) = 
u(A,; e, x, s) if {e^}$(x) 
0 otherwise. 
Define the length of agreement function by 
is defined, 
n 
4e,s> = max{x : PY < ~)[G(Y> = {~)~(y)ll) 
and the associated restraint function by 
r^(e,s) = max {u^(A,;e,x,s): x < f(e,,s)}. 
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We first describe the idea of the construction. The naive attempt is to divide the 
negative requirements into J many blocks. Each block Bk(j) eventually contains the 
requirements N, for numbers e in the interval [f(j),f(j + l)], and the priority is 
assigned by 
Bk(0) < PO <H(l) <P, < ... < ‘.. 
This assignment is used in Chong and Yang [3] when J is o. The obvious difficulty 
for a general C2 cut J is that the restraint R(i) proposed by the negative requirements 
in block Bk(i) could be cofinal on a proper cut I’ inside J. Thus for elements j in 
J - I’, the positive requirements Pj have no chance of being satisfied. 
To overcome this difficulty, we introduce two key steps. The first one is that we 
form blocks of negative requirements by using the number Max{R(j,s), f(‘,.s)} instead 
of f(j,s), so that we can finish all negative requirements in fewer blocks. The second 
one is that we also form blocks of positive requirements. Let g(x,s) : A x A2 + A$! 
be the ‘inverse’ function of f(j,s), defined by 
g(x,s) = the largest j such that f(j,.s) 6 x. 
If the jth negative block contains requirements N, for e between x and x’, we form 
the jth positive block by taking Pi for i between g(x,s) and g(x’,s). In this way, 
we are able to finish all positive requirements even if R(i) reaches infinity before 
covering J. 
To form blocks of negative requirements, we give a marker fe for each e in .,&‘. At 
stage s, the position of Te is denoted by m(e,s). The eth block of negative requirements 
at stage s, denoted by BkN(e,s), contains all negative requirements Nd for d between 
markers m(e,s) and m(e + 1,s). The eth block of positive requirements at stage s, 
denoted by Bkp(e,s), contains all positive requirements Pi for i between g(m(e,s),s) 
and g(m(e + l,s),s). The priority is arranged by 
Bk,,,(o,s) < Bkp(O,s) < BkN(l,s) < Bkp(l,s) < ... < BkN(e,s) < Bkp(e,s) < ... 
The position of the marker m(e,s), hence the length of block e, varies from stage to 
stage (not in a & fashion). For some e, liminf m(e,s) exists. Later we shall verify 
that such e’s form a cut IO contained in J, and at certain stages (sufficiently large true 
stages), they will reach lim inf simultaneously. Markers m(e, s) where e is not in 10 
move up and down aimlessly (uncontrollably). Arguing on Zo, we show that both the 
positive and negative requirements are satisfied. 
Construction of A. We begin by setting the marker m(O,O) at 0 and setting A0 = 0. 
At stage s > 0, we define the position of first s markers m(e,s) inductively on e. Set 
m(O,s) = 0 and BkN(O,s) = {No}. Let 
R(e,s) = Max{r^(i,s): i < m(e,s)}, 
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be the restraint proposed by the negative requirements in the first e many blocks at 
stage S. Define m(e + 1,s) to be the least z such that 
(1) z is equal to f(d,s) for some d; 
(2) z is bigger than R(e,s); 
(3) z is bigger than m(e,s). 
We define the block of negative requirement BkN(e + 1,s) to be {Nd : m(e,s) < d d 
m(e+ 1, s)} and the block of positive requirement Bkp(e+ 1, s) to be {Pi : g(m(e, s), s) < i 
< g(m(e + l,s),s)}. Put x E B!” in ALdl rf d belongs to block Bkp(e) at stage s and 
x > m(e + 1, s). Note that during the construction, we cannot tell whether or not an 
element is in the cut J, so we do the construction for all e E A. However, as we will 
see in the verification, P, is only satisfied for those e E J. 
Verification. Let T be the set of true stages, that is, 
T = {s: A r a, = A, r a,}. 
Then T is an unbounded IIt set. Define Ic to be the set of numbers i in J such that 
(3sj)(Yk < i)(Yt > si)[t E T + m(k, t) = m(k,si)l. 
We will see later that the above condition implies that for t > si and for k d i 
(t 6 T + m(k, t) > m(k,si)). 
For each i in 10, let m(i) be m(i,si). Define the ith permanent block of negative 
requirements BkN(i) to be the set of N, for m(i - 1) < e d m(i) and the ith permanent 
block of positive requirements Bkp(i) to be the set of Pj for g(m(i- 1)) < j d g(m(i)) 
where g(x) is the function defined by 
g(x) = 1,” g(x,s). 
Lemma 3.2. For each i E IO, the following statements hold. 
(1) For all k d i and for all j E Bkp(k), ApI =* Bbl, in other words, the positive 
requirement Pj is satisjied. 
(2) Let jo be g(m(i)). A[<i”l is recursive. 
(3) For all k d i and for all e E BkN(k), 
C # {eY, 
i.e., the negative requirement N, is satisfied. 
(4) i + 1 is in IO, hence I, is a cut. 
Proof. (1) Fix a j in Bkp(k). According to the construction, at any true stage t > Si, 
all numbers in B[jl which are bigger than m(k - 1, t) = m(k - 1,~~) = m(k) will be 
put into A[jl. Thus A[jl =* B[jl. 
(2) By (1) for any j < jc, for any x > m(i), x is in Au] if and only if x is in #I. 
Thus At’i01 differs from B[<j”l on numbers less than or equal to the code of the pair 
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(m(i),jo). By Lemma 2.1, B [‘joI is recursive. By regularity of A, A[‘jol is recursive, 
because it differs from B[<jol by an A-finite set. 
(3) Define Inj(i,s) - the injury set of block Bk~(i) at stage s - to be the set of x’s 
such that 
(30 < s)(ge E gk,+,(i))(Sk)[e E ~k,t,(k,v) A x d m(k + 1,~) AX E Au \ At+11 
and Inj(i) = USE .I Inj(i,s). Then Inj(i) is C,(J?‘) with parameters m(i - 1) and m(i). 
We argue that Inj(i) is recursive. By regularity of r.e. sets in J&, it suffices to show 
that the elements entering Inj(i) after stage si form a recursive set. Suppose that there 
is an n in BkN(i) such that IZ is in BkN(k,t) for some t > Si, and some x injures 
a computation which iV,, intends to preserve, i.e. x < m(k + 1, t) enters A. Then by 
construction, only those Pj belonging to Uk,<k Bkp(k’, t) may put x into A. Hence 
j < g(m(k - l,t),t) < g(n,l) < g(m(i)) =j,. Thus x belongs to A[<Jb], in other words, 
Inj(i) CA[‘j”l. As in classical recursion theory, we conclude that Inj(i) is recursive. 
To see whether or not x is in Inj(i), we only look at those x’s which are in A[<jal. If 
x is in Al<“’ then x E Inj(i) if and only if x E Inj(i,s). 
We now show that (3) holds. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that C = {e}” for 
some e E BkN(i). Under BC2, C = {e}” and the recursiveness of Inj(i) are sufficient 
to prove that lim,,, l(i,s) = cc and C is recursive. We omit the proof of the above 
statement because it can be found in, for example, Chong and Yang [3]. 
(4) IO is closed under successor: This will imply that 10 is a cut since it is downward 
closed by definition. 
We proceed to prove (4) as follows. For each individual e in Bk~(i), {e}” # C and 
1x1 enable us to find the least disagreement. Then we apply BC2 to find a uniform 
bound for ‘true’ length agreement and restraint. Hence m(i + 1) is well-defined. The 
recursiveness of Inj(i) is often used to keep the complexity low. 
Fix an e in BkN(i). By (3) {e}” # C. H ence, there is some number p such that 
{e}“(p) # C(p). As C is regular, there is some stage v such that C 1 p = C, 1 p. 
Let qo be the biggest element in the following bounded Cl set: 
{q < p: (3 > v)(f(e,t) = q A (Vz < r”(e,t))(z $ Inj(i) Vz E A,)}. 
Fix a to which is a witness for qo. Then the second clause implies that for any t > to, 
i(e, t) >, qo, because both the C side and the {e}” side do not change values. Moreover, 
if t is a true stage, then the second clause is automatically true. Thus by the maximality 
of qo, f(e,t) must be equal to qo. The same argument applies for ?. If we let ro be 
the restraint value i(e, t) for any true stage t > to, then for any t > to, r^(e, t) 2 ~0. 
Furthermore, if t is a true stage then ;(e, t) = ro. 
So we have established that 
(Ve < m(i))@r)@s)(Vt > s)[r^(e, t) > r A (Vz < r^(e, t))(z $i lnj(i) V z E A,)]. 
By BC2 there are uniform bounds si and ri. We are now ready to show that m(i + 1) 
exists. Because m(i+ 1) will be placed on some f(j), let us fix a j E J with f(j) > ri 
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and a stage t’ such that for all t > t’ and j’ d j f( j’, t) = f( j’). Then for any true 
stage t bigger than Si and t’, m(i + 1) = m(i + 1, t). 0 
By the above lemma we know that every requirement in a permanent block is 
satisfied. It remains to show that every requirement falls into a permanent block. It 
suffices to prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.3. For any e E A, there is an i in IO such that m(i) > e. 
Proof. We prove by contradiction. Suppose that there exists an a in JZX such that for 
all i in Is, m(i) < a. We may assume that ZO # J, because m(i) 3 f(i). Fix some b 
in J - 10 such that f(b) > a. Let c be the code for the pair (a, b). By the regularity 
of r.e. sets in A?, there are A-finite sets KA = A 1 c and Kc = C / c. Let Kf be 
the A-finite set {f(j) 1 j < b}. Our pl an is to show that IO is A-finite by using the 
codes KA, Kc and Kf, because the true calculation of m(i) never requires information 
above a. 
For each number e < f(b), define Z(e) = x if 
(\JY < x)({e)K’(v)l = KC(Y)> A ({eIKAhN v{e)K-l(x)l f&(x>>, 
and all inquiries to the oracle are less than a. Note that at point x = L(e), either 
{e}K4(x) diverges or it converges but not equal to Kc(x) or it converges but uses 
some number bigger than a. The graph of L is a A2 subset of f(b) x a, hence coded. 
Define R(e) to be the maximal use in the calculation of L(e). Then R(e) is also coded. 
Define a function M: b + a with parameters R and Kf by recursion: 
M(0) = 0; 
M(i + 1) = the least z in Kf such that z >Max{M(i)} U {R(e) : e < M(i)}. 
Then the graph of M is coded. 
We claim that i is in IO if and only if for all k d i M(k) < a. Suppose that i is in 
ZO. Then there is some true stage si such that m(i) = m(i,si). Look at all computations 
involved. If {e}A(x)J, [t], then the use will be less than m(i), thus less than a. So 
{e}K”(x)I and g’ Ives the same value. If {e}A(x)t [t], then {e}A(x)t. So {e}“’ must 
diverge. Hence i(e,si) = R(e). So for all k d i, M(k) = m(k,si) = m(i) < a. 
On the other hand, suppose that for all k d i M(k) < a. We show that L(e) is the 
true f(e), for any e < M(i). Let s be any true stage such that A 1 a = A, 1 a. For any 
true stage t > s, if {e}“(x)1 and its use is less than a, then {e}“(x) = {e}A(x)[t] = 
{e}K4(x). If {e}KA(x)L, then {e}A(x)J. H ence, for any y < L(e), {e}“(y) = {e}K”(y) = 
Kc(y) = C(y). Consider the point x = L(e). If {e}KA(~)L or {e}KAf and never uses 
information above a, then it is easy to see that x = i(e). The case remaining is that 
{e}A(x)l but its use is bigger than a, so that {e}K4 1. Look at the least e such the 
e < M(i) and {e}KA t because its use is bigger than a. Suppose that e is between 
M(k) and M(k + 1). By the minimality of e, k is in IO. So M(k + 1) = m(k + 1) and 
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e < m(k + 1). But {e}A(x)l and its use is bigger than a, contradicting the assumption 
that a is bigger than all m(i) for i in IO. Thus f(e) = L(e), ?(e,t) = R(e). Hence 
m(i,d) = M(i). Thus i is in IO. 
Finally, from the claim we see that 10 is coded (A-finite), contradicting the fact 
that IO is a cut. Cl 
The above Lemma shows that all requirements N, for e E J? and Pj for j E J are 
satisfied, which implies that A is incomplete. It remains to show that A is not low. 
Lemma 3.4. A is not low. 
Proof. We prove by contradiction. Suppose that A’ is recursive in C for some complete 
r.e. set C. As A is a thick subset of B, ALkl is A-finite if k E X, and co-A-finite 
for k E J \ X. Since C computes A’, the property of AIkj being co-&-finite is Cl(C), 
which is at most Cz. On the other hand, J \X is also Cl(C). Hence X is A2 on J. 
By Lemma 2.2, X must be coded in JZY, contradicting our hypothesis on X. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 0 
4. The jump of an r.e. set in a B& model 
We begin with a result of Mourad [8]: 
Lemma 4.1. Let M be a BC2 model, and I be a C2 cut. Then I@ 0’ is minimal over 
0’ in degree. 
Let 0’.5 be the degree of I @ 0’, where I is a C2 cut in a B& model A. It is known 
[8] that all C2 cuts occupy the same degree, so that O’.’ is well-defined. 
Corollary 4.1 (Three Point Theorem). Let & be a BC2 model. Let A be an r.e. set 
in A. Then the degree of A’ is either 0’, O’.5, or 0”. Furthermore, &X satisfies one 
of the following: 
(a) Every r.e. set is low; 
(b) there is an incomplete r.e. set whose jump is of degree O’.5. 
Finally, .J& satisfies (a) if and only if every tame & set in I is coded on I. 
Proof. Consider an r.e. set A in JZ. If A is complete, then A’ is of degree 0”. If A 
is incomplete, then by Lemma 2.4 A is hyperregular. In our paper [3] we have proved 
that the jump of a hyperregular r.e. set has degree strongly recursive in O’.‘. By the 
above lemma, we have the first half of the theorem. Now (a) is satisfied by any model 
J,&’ in which every tame II2 set in a cut is coded, while (b) by any model &X which 
does not satisfy this condition. Both of these follow from Theorem 3.3 in the last 
section. 0 
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We say that A is semihigh if A’ has degree 0’.5. Using Theorem 3.2, one may identify 
the semihigh r.e. degrees. 
Corollary 4.2. Let Jl be a B& model. Let I be a C2 cut and let GA be dejned as 
in Theorem 3.2. An r.e. set A in ._4 is semihigh if and only if GA is not coded on I. 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 3.2 shows that if GA is coded on I, then A is low. Now 
observe that GA is recursive in I $ A’. Hence, if A is low, GA would be L&J, and so 
coded on I. 0 
Maass [7] introduced a degree 0 3/2 for admissible ordinals cx such that the Cl cofi- 
nality of c( is less than the C2 projectum of CL This degree is precisely the jump of all 
incomplete r.e. degrees which are not hyperregular. In the situation of a BCJ model, all 
incomplete r.e. degrees are hyperregular. Yet even in this situation, an analog of 03’*, 
namely O’.5, exists. This situation is peculiar, and has no counterpart in ct recursion, 
because there is no fine structure theory (at least for tame & functions [6] from A@’ 
into a proper cut) in Jensen’s sense for weak models of Peano arithmetic. It is therefore 
an interesting problem to characterize the semihigh r.e. degrees. The above corollary 
provides one view. It is clear that the set of semihigh degrees is closed upwards be- 
low 0’, and so occupies the upper half of the incomplete r.e. degrees. However, very 
little is known about its structure (the Density Theorem shows that it is dense). For 
example, does it have a minimal element? What is the structure of degrees below a 
semihigh degree? 
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